
USS Delphyne 9912.06  


ACTDNicke:
<><><><><><><><><>><><><><><><>BEGIN MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><><><><

CO_Grant:
::ON the bridge::

XO_Wall:
::on bridge::

OPS_Lynam:
::On the Bridge at station::

CTO_Psion:
::On the bridge at tactical::

Lt_Vaughn_Turner:
_AWAY Just RA if you need me._

CMO_Matt:
::in sickbay::

CNS_Liz_Jiosa:
::on the bridge pacing back and forth like a caged tiger::

LtJg_Cray:
::In quarters::

MO_Lea:
::Running down the hall of deck four::

TO_Hawkes:
::At TAC2 going over information on 'Bell's::

MO_Lea:
::Enters TL:: TL: Deck seven.

CIV_McLeo:
::in quarters:: ::places the PADD with his investigation in a drawer::

OPS_Lynam:
::Working on stopgap power saving procedure::

CMO_Matt:
::reading through the latest material from Starfleet on the Bellicose Crises::

EOMac:
::in Shuttle Bay 1 finishing up work on the runabouts::


XO_Wall:
CO: havent seen it mentioned in the intel reports, how about using rotating shield frequencies?


CO_Grant:
XO: I don't think it will hurt.

CMO_Matt:
::nodding, he places the padd down and sets about for the third time to get medbay ready::

CO_Grant:
OPS: Is everybody back onboard?

MO_Lea:
::Exits TL and runs down the hall, arriving in sickbay::

CMO_Matt:
::looks up, smiling at Lea:: MO: Welcome, Doctor.

ACTDNicke:
RED ALERT!

ACTDNicke:
Starbase 276 is under attack by superior Bellicose forces.  The USS Quirinus is already proceeding to the aid of Starbase 276 with the 350th Saber Attack Wing [Gold Wing].  All warp speed restrictions have been lifted. Reports are sketchy, but it also appears the USS Salk, USS Apollo and the USS Zeus are engaged in the battle as well.  All Federation starships in the area are to assist Starbase 276

ACTDNicke:
We cannot loose Starbase 276, it represents our sole ability to project power and protect nearby colonies in the area.

CEOLefler:
::in Main Engineering, preparing.....::

CTO_Psion:
*All* Red alert!

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Yes sir, all present and accounted for.

MO_Lea:
::Starts to smile:: CMO: Th-- ::Listens::

EOMac:
:: heading to turbo lift 1 to ME::

CNS_Liz_Jiosa:
::keeps pacing across the length of the bridge... a rut seems to be forming where Liz is walking::

CTO_Psion:
CO:  Shields up and weapons at the ready.

CO_Grant:
OPS: good, request emergency undocking from starbase 191

XO_Wall:
CO: also I had just learned that Starfleet Command has just managed to talk to the USS Voyager, they have recently received data from them, there is Borg Technology data in it, all that data has been downloaded into our systems from SB 191.

CMO_Matt:
::almost expecting it:: *Bridge*: Sickbay is ready.

CO_Grant:
FCO: Set course to starbase 276, in the Aquilae star cluster

CNS_Liz_Jiosa:
::sits down at chair::

CEOLefler:
*CTO* Engineering Reporting Battle ready

LtJg_Cray:
::Hears the red alert sound::

EOMac:
::enters ME::

CO_Grant:
XO: good

OPS_Lynam:
COMM:SBOPS: This is the Delphyne requesting emergency release from docking clamps.

ACTDNicke:
<SB> COMM: USS Delpyne you are cleared for emergency departure

CTO_Psion:
CEO:  Acknowledged.

CMO_Matt:
::trying to lighten the mood a bit:: MO: Good thing the replacement crew left early.


CO_Grant:
COMM: sb191: thank you, see you soon


ACTDNicke:
<SB>COMM: Captain Grant and crew: God speed

XO_Wall:
::checks panel, cant believe we’re in this situation again::

CO_Grant:
FCO: Set course to starbase 276, Aquilae star cluster, warp 8 engage

CTO_Psion:
::Initiates long range scans::

FCO-Nichols:
CO: Aye, sir.  Course laid  in.

CO_Grant:
XO: this time it is not a drill

CO_Grant:
FCO: acknowledged

MO_Lea:
::Nods:: CMO: Yes, just the Delphyne crew to go in.

FCO-Nichols:
::Engages course at warp 8::

CMO_Matt:
::motions to the padd at his desk:: MO: You might want to skim through that, it's the latest we have from Starfleet Medical on the situation.

EOMac:
CEO: any word on the Red Alert?

CO_Grant:
CTO: I hope you have studied what little we have on the unknown enemy

MO_Lea:
::Nods again, and picks up the padd::

XO_Wall:
CO: agreed ::in a sad tone::

CIV_McLeo:
::exits quarters and heads to TL::

CTO_Psion:
CO:  The information was limited captain.

CNS_Liz_Jiosa:
::sits in chair tapping nails::

ACTDNicke:
ACTION: The Delpyne speeds off toward the system

CO_Grant:
CTO: acknowledged

CMO_Matt:
::starts a battle-preliminary diagnostic on sickbay::

CEOLefler:
EO: Some sort of attacks on Starfleet colonies and ships. Engineeering is ready though. Make sure ot keep an eye on the reactor shields

EOMac:
CEO: and all the runabouts are all 100%

OPS_Lynam:
XO: By closing off the Rec Deck and the Botanical garden, as well as the cargo bays, we can increase power by 7.5%.

EOMac:
CEO: aye ::heads to his station::

CO_Grant:
::nods as ops briefs XO and CO on power conservation plan::

CIV_McLeo:
TL: bridge

TO_Hawkes:
::Monitoring scans::

CMO_Matt:
::looks around to the nurses in sickbay, smiling to reassure them and nodding for them to continue with their business::

MO_Lea:
::Reads the reports from SFM. Quickly retrieves the current fleet-wide reports::

ACTDNicke:
ACITON: channels are open to receive reports as they happen

XO_Wall:
OPS: agreed shut down those decks

CTO_Psion:
TO:  When we arrive at the battle site proceed to assess the condition of our ships.

OPS_Lynam:
::Nods to XO and begins the procedure.::

ACTDNicke:
<over comm>CO_Fairday:
*All Ships* Come about and Engage hostiles.. take them down.. we have to get to the Harbringer and disable it.


CEOLefler:
EO: Ok everything is set here. I am going to go to the Bridge to monitor the situation from there.YOu have Main Engineering. I'll give you your orders from the bridge if battle breaks out.

TO_Hawkes:
CTO: Right. Any ideas on how to deal with these Bellicose sir?

CMO_Matt:
::finishes the diagnostic, noticing a problem in biobed 3, hurries over to fix the problem::

CO_Grant:
XO: I understand there have been weird subspace distortions near enemy activity, Sci stations need to be manned. Summon the officer on the top of the duty roster

ACTDNicke:
<over comm>CO_Fairday:
*SabreWing* Sabre Wing... I want cover fire...


EOMac:
CEO: aye, count on me, I'm also at 100%

XO_Wall:
OPS: also call those officers we had designated for backup for Sickbay they might need them.

MO_Lea:
::Begins to feel slightly panicked. Fights it down, sets the padd on the table and smiles to a passing nurse:: Nurse: Do you have the results?

OPS_Lynam:
XO: Aye sir.

CMO_Matt:
::begins an internal diagnostic on the equipment, locating the problem and addresses through computer protocol to fix it::

XO_Wall:
CO: aye ::looks at panel::

TO_Hawkes:
CTO: My perusal of the reports comming in indicated that SF Weaps were of little avail. What do you think of going to something more archaic like Kinetic energy weapons?

CEOLefler:
EO: If you start to get even the slightest bit overwhelmed just comm me. Don't push your self too much. You wouldn't prove anything more than your own childishness. The ship goes first, then your pride Mac. I'm not trying to be mean. Just giving you some friendly advice. Trust your crew. Alright then. Good luck:::: Walk out of ME::

CIV_McLeo:
:;rides in TL::

ACTDNicke:

<over com> SabreWing* Sabre Wing... I want cover fire...


OPS_Lynam:
*CIV*: Ensign McCleod to the bridge, all personnel scheduled for backup sickbay report to your stations.

MO_Lea:
::Takes the padd and concentrates on it's contents::

XO_Wall:
*CIV*: you are next on duty please report to the bridge for science station duty.

CIV_McLeo:
*OPS, XO* Already on my way

CIV_McLeo:
::exits TL and goes to SCI staton::

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Any plan for dealing with the Baddies?  All reports indicate they are impervious to our weapons.

CTO_Psion:
TO:  Negative Mr. Hawkes, no doubt their shielding can protect againt matter weaponry as well.

CEOLefler:
::Enters Turbo lIft::: TL: Bridge!

EOMac:
:: continues to monitor all warp drive and core related readings::

CO_Grant:
OPS: We are going to hope that Mr.Lefler's paint job will scare them Mr.Lynam.

CMO_Matt:
::turns away from the biobed, finishing the work, and takes a few steps over to Doctor Lea, his arms folded across his chest:: MO: This could be bad...

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Oh well, that's o.k. then. ::Grim smile::

MO_Lea:
Nurse: ..and file the nucleon DNA results in the main database.

XO_Wall:
*CMO*: you have an addition crew compliment for backup or use at your discretion just in case.

CIV_McLeo:
XO, OPS: McLeod, reporting for duty

CMO_Matt:
*XO*: Thank you, Commander.

MO_Lea:
::Lets out a breath:: CMO: May be..

XO_Wall:
CIV: science station please

CEOLefler:
::Enters Bridge, walk to Engineering Station::

FCO-Nichols:
::checks course and ETA::

CO_Grant:
XO: This attack seems unprovoked and worse so soon after our war with the Dominion. It is like kicking us when we already down

CIV_McLeo:
XO: yes, sir  ::takes the sci station controls::

CEOLefler:
*ME*: Transfer controls to my station

CMO_Matt:
::starts to say something more, obvious worry in his voice:: CMO: It's just...good luck, Doctor.  Let's try to save some lives.

CO_Grant:
:: Observes Mr.hunter-macleod take sci station::

TO_Hawkes:
self: Why is it that every time we come across someone with all this neat technology, none of it works?

EOMac:
CEO: aye transferring now ::transfer controls to CEO Lefler::

CTO_Psion:
CO:  Reports indicate counter technology to conventional tactical sensors.  I recommend utilizing transporter scanners as they are more sensitive to matter/energy flux.  It will not allow a definite lock but an adequate estimation should be possible.

CEOLefler:
::listening to battle reports over the comm with rest of bridge crew, sounds like big trouble::

CMO_Matt:
::walks over to extra help and starts a brief orientation on the situation and what they are expected to do once the Delphyne arrives at the Starbase under attack::

XO_Wall:
CO: yes I know but at least we have had about 6-7months, Starfleet has rebuilt somewhat since then

CO_Grant:
CTO: acknowledged, use them if they help

CIV_McLeo:
::checks sci readings::

MO_Lea:
::Listening to the CMO while straitening sickbay in preparation::

CNS_Liz_Jiosa:
::listens to all the conversations on the bridge with half an ear::

CO_Grant:
CIV: keep an eye out for the subspace distortions noted in the intel reports

ACTDNicke:
ACTION: <comm chatter> Reports the station as being hit

FCO-Nichols:
::bead of sweat breaks out on forehead at sound of the battle::

CIV_McLeo:
CO: aye, sir

OPS_Lynam:
XO/CO: Specified decks sealed, total power available has increased by 7.3%

CO_Grant:
XO: Sounds like we are going to be late.

CTO_Psion:
*CEO*:  Would it be possible to increase the transporter's range and sensitivity with the main deflector dish?

ACTDNicke:
ACTION: as the USS Delphyne closes in on their coordinates they receive more news...

CO_Grant:
FCO: ETA to what is left of Starbase 276?

XO_Wall:
CO: can we go faster?

ACTDNicke:
ACTION: comm comes over relating the station as being hit again., this time
splitting it into two huge pieces...  which slowly drift apart...


CMO_Matt:
::finishing his commands:: All: ...and good luck, all, and serve well. ::with a nod, the extra help starts about sickbay in preparation of arrival and action::

OPS_Lynam:
XO: Shall we issue phasers in case of boarding?

XO_Wall:
OPS: yes!

FCO-Nichols:
CO: 8.5 minutes sir.

CO_Grant:
FCO: Acknowledged

CTO_Psion:
TO:  In the possibility of our being boarded, you are to oversee internal defensive measures.

CO_Grant:
FCO: Increase speed to warp 9

CMO_Matt:
::listening to the reports, starts to feel more and more nervous, and notices the obvious same effects around sickbay::

CIV_McLeo:
self: ah...shoot.

CNS_Liz_Jiosa:
OPS: Maybe some nice phaser rifles....

TO_Hawkes:
CTO: Aye Aye sir.

OPS_Lynam:
CNS: At least.

FCO-Nichols:
::Increases warp to 9:: CO: Increased to warp 9 sir.

MO_Lea:
::Knows something has gone wrong, without looking at the reports::

TO_Hawkes:
*CPO_Harris*: Prepare counterinsurgency measures.

ACTDNicke:
ACTION: Reports continue to come over the COMM ... the crew pushing the Delphyne to the limit ...slowly realizing they may not make it in time

CO_Grant:
XO: Be prepared to co-ordinate a search and rescue mission if needed

FCO-Nichols:
CO: ETA 1.3 minutes.

CNS_Liz_Jiosa:
::grins::

FCO-Nichols:
::reworks ETA and course::

XO_Wall:
CEO: check with the library computer, we have data from the USS Voyager on Borg Technology see if we can use any of it, and impliment it to the Delphyne.

CMO_Matt:
::walks over to his desk, trying to act as calm as possible as he continues to read the streaming reports::

CEOLefler:
XO: Aye sir

EOMac:
<Engineering> we're heading for a tough fierce battle, so I need all repair crews at ready. So everyone, let's not let anyone down, they're counting on us!

TO_Hawkes:
*CPO_HARRIS*: Be sure to man vital systems and passages with armed details.

ACTDNicke:
<com report> the two pieces of the Station explode in a massive blast.. sending all the Starfleet Vessels hurtling away from the vicinity.. One Sabre class vessel is destroyed and all pods not recovered by the Salk and Zeus are vapourized...


CIV_McLeo:
CO: there are definitely signs of a fight, sir.

CTO_Psion:
CO:  Reading a massive energetic output.  The station has been destroyed.

CMO_Matt:
::bites his lip at the last report, and turns to face the wall to regain his composure::

XO_Wall:
CO: aye ::initiates procedures::

TO_Hawkes:
::Brings up internal security monitors and force-field schematics on TAC2 console::

CNS_Liz_Jiosa:
::waits for news about the Apollo::

MO_Lea:
::A small smile plastered on her face for staff benefits, stares at the reports::

CO_Grant:
FCO: Upon arrival, you might have to pilot in the system without buoys. They might have been destroyed in the battle

ACTDNicke:
ACTION: the USS Delphyne approaches the coordinates and sees a sea of debris

OPS_Lynam:
::Clears a channel for distress beacons::

FCO-Nichols:
CO: We're there now sir.  There's not much to fly to.

CO_Grant:
FCO: Slow us to impulse

TO_Hawkes:
::Looks over scans of debris::

CTO_Psion:
::Initiates conventional scans and transporter sweeps::

FCO-Nichols:
::slows to impulse::

CMO_Matt:
::turns, holding himself more easily from weeks of practice against such pain of death, walks across medbay to Lea::

XO_Wall:
::sees debris on screen, damn!!::

CIV_McLeo:
CO: I'm reading some plasma residue patches

MO_Lea:
::Can't believe it. Doesn't seem real::

ACTDNicke:
ACTION: as they approach into the system, emergency beacons suddenly come online

CTO_Psion:
::Scans for lifesigns::

CO_Grant:
CIV: acknowledged, signs of the subspace distortion?

CTO_Psion:
::Notices emergency beacons::

OPS_Lynam:
CO: I've got emergency beacons!

CO_Grant:
CTO: scan for any emergency beacons, there might be survivors

CMO_Matt:
MO: Keep it up...we've got to remain strong if we're to serve honorably at all. ::looks to the scrolling reports::

CTO_Psion:
::Scans for beacons::

FCO-Nichols:
::begins steering a course through debris::

CIV_McLeo:
CO: no, sir.  Subspace readings are within limits

CO_Grant:
CTO,OPS: acknowledged

TO_Hawkes:
*<CPO_Harris>* TO: Sir, all units are in place. All systems secured for anti-boarding.

CO_Grant:
CIV: acknowledged

MO_Lea:
::Wonders if anyone could have survived that.  Nods, watching the reports::

CO_Grant:
CTO: what is the source or location of the beacons?

TO_Hawkes:
CTO: Counter Insurgency teams ready.

CTO_Psion:
CO:  Emergency beacons have been detected on the planet: Ghorman II.

CMO_Matt:
::wishes he was in the bridge to receive orders, and resists the urge to ask for a command::

CTO_Psion:
TO:  Acknowledged.

CNS_Liz_Jiosa:
CTO: Whats the status of the Apollo?

FCO-Nichols:
::heart sinks at sight of debris::

CO_Grant:
CTO: acknowledged

MO_Lea:
::Walks to the main biobed and repeats a diagnostic::

CO_Grant:
*CMO*: Have Medical personnel standing by for AT to help survivors of battle

CTO_Psion:
CNS:  All federation ships have retreated from the vicinity.

CMO_Matt:
::takes a step forward and looks to all the crew in sickbay as he signals in his response:: *CO*: Aye sir.

MO_Lea:
CMO: Should I prepare a cargo bay for triage?

CTO_Psion:
::Continues scans::

OPS_Lynam:
FCO: This looks like the footage of Wolf 359.

CO_Grant:
FCO:Set course to Ghorman II, 1/2 impulse or max speed despite debris field

FCO-Nichols:
OPS: My brother barely survived Wold 359.

CO_Grant:
FCO: engage

CMO_Matt:
All: You heard the Captain.  Prepare for casualties.

CTO_Psion:
CO:  I am not reading any enemy ships in the vicinity, yet they may be eluding my scans.

CNS_Liz_Jiosa:
::grunts:: CTO: Thanks Mr. Psion

FCO-Nichols:
::sets course and engages::

CIV_McLeo:
CO: I concur with CTO, there does not seem to be any enemy vessels in the area

FCO-Nichols:
CO: We'll be there in moments, Captain.

CO_Grant:
OPS: the comm records indicates messages from Quirinus, Salk,and Zeus . Odd no messages in last minutes from USS Apollo.

CMO_Matt:
::turns to the MO, taking a few steps towards his desk:: MO: Not now, you'll be coming with me if an away team is needed.

XO_Wall:
::gets up and starts pacing around the bridge and is saddened about what he is seeing, checking at the various stations

CNS_Liz_Jiosa:
CO/OPS: What does that mean?

ACTDNicke:
ACTION: The USS Delphyne moves into orbit around Ghorman ll and prepares an AT

CO_Grant:
CTO,CIV: acknowledged

CEOLefler:
OPS: Well their comm might have just been damaged

MO_Lea:
CMO: Yes sir.  ::Oversees medical staff in westward wing of medbay::

OPS_Lynam:
CIV: See if you can scan for residual sub-space fissures or warp signatures.

FCO-Nichols:
::veers around debris and into orbit::

CO_Grant:
CNSLER: It means that you will have plenty of customers

FCO-Nichols:
CO:Captain, we are in orbit.

CMO_Matt:
::turns to a head nurse:: Nurse: In that case, you'll be heading sickbay until our return.

CO_Grant:
FCO: good

CIV_McLeo:
CO: yes sir.  :begins scans::

TO_Hawkes:
::Analysis debris field for damage evaluations.::

CTO_Psion:
::Scans the planet::

CNS_Liz_Jiosa:
CO: That good in most businesses...

CO_Grant:
CTO,CIV: scan for survivors, they are probably near the beacons

CMO_Matt:
::walks over to his desk, and codes in a command for a panel to open.  Removing the contents, he hurries to get a few emergency medkits prepared::

CTO_Psion:
CO:  Already in progress.

EOMac:
::walks over to the warp coils::

CMO_Matt:
::motions for Lea to come over to his desk, finishing the final touches of organizing the medkits::

XO_Wall:
::walks over to the CTO stations watches his progress, hopes there are survivors::

MO_Lea:
::Instructs Nurse:: Finn: And remember that Johnsen will be in charge..

CTO_Psion:
CO:  Scanning several beacons originating from escape pods...there are definite life signs detected.

MO_Lea:
::come to desk:: CMO: yes?

TO_Hawkes:
*CPO_Harris*: Prepare a detail for AT...I think we'll be getting a call soon.

CO_Grant:
XO: Get your teams ready. Take a couple of shuttles down to the planet. Find the survivors and stabilize them for transport. I need all the data on the enemy we can get.

CIV_McLeo:
CO: Life signs are erratic, sir

CMO_Matt:
::looks to her, his eyes full of worry but ready to accept the challenge. he hands her the advanced medkit, and the phaser:: MO: Get ready.

CEOLefler:
Xo: Has it occurred to anyone that whoever this alien species is. They never hold any territories after they eliminate all opposition. No conquest or demands, just pure destruction

CTO_Psion:
CO/XO:  The survivors are wounded.

CMO_Matt:
::straps the equipment and weapon on to his own self::

CO_Grant:
CTO: acknowledged

EOMac:
:: now heads over to Eng. Bridge and confers with him ::

MO_Lea:
::Takes the medkit, then hesitantly the phaser:: CMO: As ready as anyone could be given the conditions.

CNS_Liz_Jiosa:
::stands:: CO/XO: Permission to join away team

XO_Wall:
CEO: yes hmmm very interesting.....very good

CMO_Matt:
*CO*: Captain, how many medical officers do you need?

CO_Grant:
CNSLR: permission granted

CIV_McLeo:
CO: I will join the away team in needed as well, sir

CNS_Liz_Jiosa:
::nods::

CO_Grant:
CIV: quit jawing and start moving

CO_Grant:
XO: If not enough time then beam down and we can send shuttles to you

XO_Wall:
CO: yes we will beam down

CIV_McLeo:
::nods and prepares to accompany the AT::

CNS_Liz_Jiosa:
::stands at TL waiting for xo::

EOMac:
<Eng Bridge> EO: the matter/antimatter transfer is working at a safe level, but the crystals will take a beating

TO_Hawkes:
CTO: Do you want me to go down?

CO_Grant:
XO: If I can still see you then we are running out of time, take weapons and medkits, and sapper satchels just in case contact is delayed

CO_Grant:
XO: us on board the ship

CMO_Matt:
::grabs the emergency medical crate with additional kits and equipment::

CIV_McLeo:
::heads down to transporter room::

XO_Wall:
*CMO* join me on the away team bring a small group of personnel to assist

CEOLefler:
Xo: Good luck down there, and watch your back

CMO_Matt:
*XO*: Aye.

CMO_Matt:
::motions for two other nurses to come with, handing them advanced medkits by no phasers::

XO_Wall:
*CTO*: your with me also bring a security detail too

MO_Lea:
::Glances at CMO questioningly::

CO_Grant:
OPS: Keep an open comm channel for away team .... and for the Apollo as well

CMO_Matt:
MO: Let's go. ::turns and leaves sickbay for the transporter room with Lea and two other assistants::

EOMac:
Eng Bridge: yes, but we have to make sure that they don't take too much of a beating. How prepared is our emergency crews?

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Aye sir.

MO_Lea:
::Nods and follows::

CMO_Matt:
::looks to MO:: MO: Do you have a question?

CIV_McLeo:
::arrives at transporter room and waits for AT::

MO_Lea:
CMO: Nothing..

MO_Lea:
::Enters TR::

CMO_Matt:
::enteres TR::

TO_Hawkes:
CTO: I took the liberty of forming an AT for you...they should be waiting for you.

CO_Grant:
<trchief>: observes AT file into tr room and step onto platform

CTO_Psion:
CO:  Indigenous life forms end at the reptilian evolutionary scale.  There should be no interference.

CMO_Matt:
::hurries over to the transporter padd, placing down the emergency equipment crate::

XO_Wall:
::arrives in Trasnsporter room::

CTO_Psion:
TO:  Acknowledged.

FCO-Nichols:
::watches debris in orbit of planet::

CO_Grant:
CTO: they might be poisonous or hungry:: Shivers at possibility of humans as food for reptiles::

MO_Lea:
::Steps onto transporter padd::

CIV_McLeo:
::waits, grimacing::

CNS_Liz_Jiosa:
::enters TR grabs phaser rifle sling over back and grabs a med kit steps up on transporter padd::

CMO_Matt:
MO: Good luck, Doctor. ::takes a deep breath and waits for the rest of the AT::

CTO_Psion:
CO:  Aye.  ::Leaves bridge::

MO_Lea:
CNS: Hello Liz.

CTO_Psion:
TO:  Tactical is yours.

CTO_Psion:
::Leaves::

ACTDNicke:
ACTION: the  AT is transported down the coordinates of the beacon

CNS_Liz_Jiosa:
MO: Dr ::curt nod::

TO_Hawkes:
::Sees CTO Leav brige.... moves to TAC::

TO_Hawkes:
CTO: Good luck Mr. Psion.

CIV_McLeo:
@::beams down and assumes a defensive position immediately::

MO_Lea:
@::Taken back by the humidity, then opens her tricorder::

CTO_Psion:
@Comm:  Delphyne: Transport was successful.  ::Scans with tricorder::

TO_Hawkes:
::Familiarizes with scans the CTO was running, and continues scanning::

ACTDNicke:
ACTION: tricorders pinpoint the area where a crashed pod sits

CMO_Matt:
@::immediately opens medical tridorder, picking up equipment as well::

OPS_Lynam:
::Verifies channels are open to the AT::

XO_Wall:
@::looks around::

MO_Lea:
@::Tries to locate any lifesigns::

CMO_Matt:
@::starts to sprint as fast as possible towards the pod::

EOMac:
<Eng Bridge> EO: well sir, they're at 110% readiness. We got those new transtators at the SB 191

CMO_Matt:
@::continues the scan::

CNS_Liz_Jiosa:
@::starts to head off in direction of pod::

CTO_Psion:
@ CMO:  There 300 meters northeast of here.

ACTDNicke:
@ACTION: tricorders pick up some life signs some very weak

MO_Lea:
@::Runs to the pod::

CEOLefler:
*EO*: Status report Mr MacPherson

CMO_Matt:
@::yells:: CTO: All right, move!

MO_Lea:
@::Looks for the opening, ready to help pry it open::

CIV_McLeo:
@::accompanies CMO::

CMO_Matt:
@All: Let's get that open, quick.

ACTDNicke:
@ACTION: the doctor finds a couple of survivors in critical condition

TO_Hawkes:
::Verifies AT lifesigns on planet surface::

CO_Grant:
COMM: XO: Check in with us every ten minutes

CMO_Matt:
@::sets down crate and open it up::

FCO-Nichols:
CO: We may have a slight delay in leaving orbit, sir.  Some debris in being pulled in planetary orbit.

CMO_Matt:
@::begins treatment:: MO: Let's get them out of there::

CNS_Liz_Jiosa:
@::moves to pods hatch enters opening code::

MO_Lea:
@::Begins prelimenary scans of patients::

EOMac:
Eng Bridge: thats good, we needed those badly  *CEO*: Eng Bridge and I have ENG at 100%

ACTDNicke:
@ACTION: another pod is picked up 50  meters from the first

CIV_McLeo:
@:: keeps a defensive stance as CMO gives care::

MO_Lea:
@CMO: Are they stable enough for movement?

CTO_Psion:
@ :: Heads off to the next escape pod::

CMO_Matt:
@All: Okay, they're safe to move, but carefully.

CNS_Liz_Jiosa:
@MO: There is another pod 50 meters from here me and you on it?

XO_Wall:
@CO: aye, I will access if we need a shuttle, If we do first send down the Runabout Europa

CEOLefler:
*EO* Lers keep it that way. Lefler out

CO_Grant:
FCO: acknowledged.

CMO_Matt:
@::picks up one and carefully lifts them out of pod::

MO_Lea:
@::Carefully lifts one crewman out and sets her down:: CMO: Permission to assist the Counselor with the other pod?

ACTDNicke:
@ACTION: scans pick up a moving mass approximately 100 yards off

CMO_Matt:
@::begins diagnostic scan, and begins to inject pain killer and stabilizing agents::

ACTDNicke:
@ACTION: another pod is spotted nearby

CO_Grant:
COMM: XO: if they can move beam survivors to our medbay

CMO_Matt:
@::doesn't even look up:: MO: Go ahead, I'll be right behind you.

CTO_Psion:
@ Delphyne:  We have recovered several wounded.  Proceeding with further rescues.

MO_Lea:
@CNS: Let's move.  ::takes off at a run::

CNS_Liz_Jiosa:
@::takes off running towards the other pod::

CIV_McLeo:
@ ::turns towards moving signature::

CO_Grant:
COMM:CTO: acknowledged

CMO_Matt:
@::begins to stabilize two casualties::

CNS_Liz_Jiosa:
@::after about 5 secs arrives at pod::

MO_Lea:
@::Picks up the third pod:: CNS: I'm going for another. Let us know if you need help..  ::Veers off for other pod::

EOMac:
:: continues his conversation with Eng Bridge ::

CMO_Matt:
@*CO*: Are we clear to transport casualties back to sickbay?

XO_Wall:
@CMO: if any survivors can be beamed, please have them beamed immediately to sickbay

CNS_Liz_Jiosa:
@mo: Acknowledged

CTO_Psion:
@ *All AT Members*  Reading a massive object moving toward us approximately 100 meters away.  Arm yourselves.

MO_Lea:
@::Arrives alone at the last pod and begins to pry a door open::

CMO_Matt:
@Robinson: Take care of these two. ::sprints off to another pod, pulling out phaser just in case::

CIV_McLeo:
::sets phaser rifle accordingly::

ACTDNicke:
@ACTION: as they approach the pod movement is heard nearby...one  of the pods which has been open....... crew members lie nearby.....a couple appear to show traumatic injuries.... and teeth marks

CNS_Liz_Jiosa:
@::holds rifle in one hand and administers stabilizing meds to 4 survivors in the escape pod::

XO_Wall:
::grabs phaser from his side pouch::

CEOLefler:
CO: Permission to take a runabout down to the surface sir. I think the Away Team should have some cover fire in case of trouble as well as an evac vehicle handy

CIV_McLeo:
@::continues with CMO::

MO_Lea:
@::sheaths phaser to have both hands to open door::

CMO_Matt:
@::begins to diagnose those with teeth marks::

CTO_Psion:
@ ::Scans for the source of the 'teeth'::

CMO_Matt:
@::drops phaser and pops open another medkit, administering neural stimulants::

CIV_McLeo:
@::looks at teeth marks:: self: wonderful

CO_Grant:
CEO: a good idea , launch one runabout

CMO_Matt:
@Self: What is this?

XO_Wall:
::holds out phaser point in front of him as he looks around::

ACTDNicke:
@ACITON: as the team moves to rescue and help the survivors... several small animals run past them

CNS_Liz_Jiosa:
*TransporterRoom*: Beam 4 life signs at my position directly to sickbay

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Sending down more security guys will be faster.

TO_Hawkes:
CO: Sir, sensors show a large moving object  approx 75 yards from AT. Possibly reptilian.

MO_Lea:
@::Begins to treat a crewman while still in the pod. Administers Minralizine to stabilize him::

CMO_Matt:
@XO: As soon as possible, we need to get a few of these back to sickbay.

TO_Hawkes:
::Focuses scan on object.::

CO_Grant:
OPS: COntact at have transporter chiefs beam stabilized survivors to medbay

CMO_Matt:
@::starts to stabilize pod occupants::

CTO_Psion:
@  ::Notices scurried movements in the brush::

CIV_McLeo:
::brings rifle up to firing position::

CEOLefler:
CO: Aye aye sir.

MO_Lea:
@::Notifies ship of more patients ready for transport::

CO_Grant:
COMM:CMO: Send up the living survivors

CEOLefler:
::heads to Main Shuttle bay::

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Channel is open sir, as soon as they call, we beam.

CMO_Matt:
@::looks up across the field, sweat dripping off his face, for site of other medical personnel::

CNS_Liz_Jiosa:
::watches as people are beamed up, looks around all alone, starts to head back to some of the AT::

XO_Wall:
@CMO: you are given permission to order transport at your discretion

CTO_Psion:
@ Delphyne:  Lock onto all humanoid life signs, we may need a quick extraction.

CIV_McLeo:
@ ::standing next to CMO, waiting with rifle armed::

CMO_Matt:
@*CO*: Aye sir.

EOMac:
Eng Bridge: I think we should have supported the away teams with a Tantalus field

MO_Lea:
@::Sees officer dematerialize and spots another pod.  Runs to it trying to ignore the humidity::

TO_Hawkes:
@CTO: Aye sir....we have you still.

OPS_Lynam:
COMM:CTO: Acknowledged.

CEOLefler:
*EO* I am heading to the surface in a runabout. Have the Shuttle bay crew prep one for me

ACTDNicke:
@ACTION:  a small group of lizards heads toward the doctor as she runs to the next pod

CMO_Matt:
@All: Someone tag and transport those behind us to sickbay.

OPS_Lynam:
:;Contacts transporter rooms and tells them to prepare for emergency transport procedures::

CEOLefler:
::exits turbo list and heads at fast pace to SB1::

CTO_Psion:
@ ::Sees the doctor about to be overtaken and raises phaser::

CMO_Matt:
@::gets up from the occupants, being as stable as possible, and turns in the direction of other pods, seeing the lizards running towards the Doctor::

ACTDNicke:
@ACTION: they head again for a group of injured and begin biting at the survivors.... 

CNS_Liz_Jiosa:
@::hers noises in the bushes holds rifle with both hands moving towards AT about 100 meters off::

XO_Wall:
@::sees lizards, sets phaser on stun and fires and the lizards::

MO_Lea:
@::Sees a few small creatures that appear to be Lizards. Ignores them and pries open another door::

CTO_Psion:
@  ::Fires at the lizards::

CMO_Matt:
@Self: Damn it! ::raises phaser and fires a pot shot at the lizards while sprinting in the direction::

MO_Lea:
@::Pulls out her phaser and shoots the lizards attacking her patients::

CIV_McLeo:
@::moves along with CMO:: ::sees lizards attacking crew and fires in short, controlled shots::

ACTDNicke:
@ACTION: the survivors fall back to the ground....

CEOLefler:
::Boards the Platte::

CO_Grant:
OPS: Prepare a message for Starfleet Command, state we are in orbit abour Ghorman II. We have an AT finding and beaming up Federation Survivors for medical attention and debriefing as quickly as possible. No sign of USS Apollo.

MO_Lea:
@::Nearly grazed by CMO's shot. Continues trying to shoot lizards::

CMO_Matt:
@::blasts another lizard, coming to Lea's side::

CEOLefler:
*OPS/CO*: Runabout Platte requesting permission to take off

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Aye sir.

EOMac:
*CEO*: the Platte take her

CMO_Matt:
@::breathing heavily:: MO: What do you have?  Are you all right?

CTO_Psion:
@ ::Fires at two more lizards::

CIV_McLeo:
@::fires accurately, picking off the lizards::

OPS_Lynam:
::OPens bay doors and codes message for Starfleet::

CMO_Matt:
@All: Keep these bastards off the injured.

CNS_Liz_Jiosa:
@::walks up to AT shooting Lizards, vaporizing them and grining ferally::

ACTDNicke:
@ACTION: the lizards scurry away toward the other injured and defenseless survivors

MO_Lea:
@::Kneels and tries to pull a survivor from the wreckage and scan him at the same time::  CMO: He isn't. Give me a hand?

EOMac:
*SB1 Crew* ready the Platte for CEO Lefler

XO_Wall:
@::sighs::

CO_Grant:
*CEO*: permission granted

CMO_Matt:
@::nods, and gives Lea a hand::

CEOLefler:
::Takes off from Delphyne and begins descent to surface::

EOMac:
<SB1 Crew> aye

CIV_McLeo:
@::follows the lizards and continues firing at the lizards::

CMO_Matt:
@::starts assessing, scanning...::

ACTDNicke:
@ACTION: the creatures seem to be circling the area of the pods making swiping runs

CO_Grant:
TO: Is that weapons fire on the sensors ?

CMO_Matt:
@MO: I wonder how many more there are. ::injecting a hypospray of neurolin::

CEOLefler:
#::flies over area where the AT is finding injured on the ground::

MO_Lea:
@::Sees CMO has the situation under control and runs toward another pod, shooting at reptiles on her way::

CO_Grant:
COMM:AT: Status?

TO_Hawkes:
CO: Yes sir.

CO_Grant:
TO: Who is shooting and at whom or what?

CIV_McLeo:
@::takes a position in the center of the lizards and continues shooting::

CEOLefler:
#*XO*: Hello Commander, thought I would keep an eye on you guys from up here. Anything a lowly Genius engineer can do from a runabout for ya?

CMO_Matt:
@::gets up:: *DEL*: Another three to transport. ::starts to run to another pod::

OPS_Lynam:
:;Sends status report to Starfleet::

CTO_Psion:
@ COMM:  Delphyne: We are being attacked by the reptilian life forms.

MO_Lea:
@::Is nipped by one on her heal and again on her hand::

OPS_Lynam:
::HEars Psion's call::

CMO_Matt:
@::blasts one off of Lea's back::

XO_Wall:
@*CEO*: acknowledged

CO_Grant:
COMM:CTO: Help is on the way, look for the runabout piloted by MR.Lefler

ACTDNicke:
@ACTION: the reptiles begin to keep their distance for a bit..circling around the team and their potential food

MO_Lea:
@Clears the victims and begins another scan, then aministers Neuolin::

TO_Hawkes:
CO: The signature matches our phaser small arms. They appear to be holding off the reptile life signs.

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Sir I am ordering three more security teams to the surface.

MO_Lea:
@::Back feels extremely hot for a moment::

CNS_Liz_Jiosa:
@ ::keeps vaping LIZARDS::

CMO_Matt:
@::sprints to another pod::

CEOLefler:
#*CMO*: From up here doctor you look like you are in pretty big trouble. Whatever is around you is beginning to form a large circle around your whole party

CIV_McLeo:
@:: places himself between lizards and AT and continues firing::

CTO_Psion:
@::Continues to fire::

ACTDNicke:
@ACTION: the AT continues to hold off the hungry lizards and move the injured to safety

OPS_Lynam:
::Orders Three security teams to TR2::

CMO_Matt:
@::takes a glance up:: *CEO*: Take care of it then!

XO_Wall:
@*CO*: we are still finding survivors, we were under attack by some lizard animals but they have been kept outside the area for now, everythings under control

CO_Grant:
OPS: Send a new updated message to Starfleet COmmand include current number of recovered survivors onboard and that some survivors on the planet have been attacked by presumably native reptiles. Presumably not intelligent ones.

CTO_Psion:
@ *AT* We must regroup.

MO_Lea:
@::Has the next victims beamed to the Delphyne::

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Aye sir.

TO_Hawkes:
Comm:CTO: What is attacking you. What do they appear to want?

CMO_Matt:
@::ignores message from CTO and pries open another pod, finding no one alive, he moves to the next::

MO_Lea:
@::Runs to another pod, stepping on lizards::

MO_Lea:
@<lizards> ::Crunch beneath MO's feet::

ACTDNicke:
@ACTION: as MO Lea steps on a fallen lizard , it turns and bites her leg...

CEOLefler:
#XO: May be I can help. My dad taught me this trick back on earth. It should work here, a lizard is alizard after all. ::Puts runablut into hover over AT and suddenly a high pitched whistleing noise begins to eminate from the engines, the pitch gets higher until it becomes inaudible to the human ear, but not reptile

CTO_Psion:
@ COMM:  TO:  Reptiles...and they seem to be hungry.

CO_Grant:
COMM:XO: Good shooting, Resume recovery of personnel if possible. Also pick up and survivor data recording devices if found

CIV_McLeo:
@*CTO* I wonder if there's something that will shield us from them  ::continues firing at lizards, slowly and accurately::

OPS_Lynam:
:;Updates message for Starfleet and sends it.::

CMO_Matt:
@::rips open another pod door, begins administering stabalants to those who need it, then give the command for another transport of the occupants, sprint to another::

MO_Lea:
@::Tries to kick the lizard off;;

ACTDNicke:
@ACTION: MO Lea falls down to the ground

CTO_Psion:
@ CMO:  Status of the survivors, have they all been recovered?

TO_Hawkes:
CO: Sir, the reptiles appear to be attacking the AT out of hunger...request permission to beam down some food out of the way of the AT. A decoy.

ACTDNicke:
@ACTION: the bite seems to have contained a neurotoxin

CTO_Psion:
@ MO:  Report.

MO_Lea:
@No one in particular: These guys sure are perisistant... ::Hits the ground::

CIV_McLeo:
::sees Lea and closes in on her, shooting the lizard::

OPS_Lynam:
ACTION: Three security teams beam into the area of the AT and begin defending them

XO_Wall:
@::fires at the lizard that bit Lea::

CMO_Matt:
@CTO: Not yet. ::looks in the direction of Lea, and sprint toward her::

MO_Lea:
@CTO: I..was bi--

CNS_Liz_Jiosa:
@::sees Lea fall and runs over to her:: Lea: Can you hear me

CO_Grant:
TO: It is too late for that but a good idea for future teams sent to investigate the planet

CMO_Matt:
@::falls to his knees next to her::

ACTDNicke:
@ACTION: Lea is "asleep"

CMO_Matt:
@MO: Lea...are you all right?

CIV_McLeo:
@::sees CMO run to her and nods, focusing on the lizards::

MO_Lea:
@::Eyes close::

CMO_Matt:
@::begins a scan::

CTO_Psion:
@ ::Notices Lea is unconscious::

CMO_Matt:
@::almost forgets about the pods, trying to stabilize Lea::

XO_Wall:
@CTO: see if you can recovery any data from the escape pods that will be useful.

CNS_Liz_Jiosa:
@CMO: Tricorder says there is some type of neurotoxin

CMO_Matt:
@Self: Neurotoxins, what is this planet..

CO_Grant:
*MEDBAY*: how many survivors do we have already?

CMO_Matt:
@CNS: I see it.

CEOLefler:
::guess a lizard isn't always a lizard after all::

CTO_Psion:
@ XO:  Acknowledged.  ::Runs off to the nearest escape pod::

CMO_Matt:
@::administers another dose of stabilizing agent, and begins to assess the presence of the toxin, hoping to stop it before it does anymore damage::

XO_Wall:
@::quickly runs over to where Doctor Lea fell::

MO_Lea:
@::Slightly convulses::

XO_Wall:
@CMO: how's Doctor Lea?

CMO_Matt:
@::clips on a neural stimulant device and begins to administer anti-toxins::

ACTDNicke:
@ACTION: the lizards suddenly begin scattering and screaming

CMO_Matt:
@XO: Sick...a neurotoxin. ::hardly talks with his hand flailing about to stabalize the Doctor::

CTO_Psion:
@::Enters the escape pod::

CIV_McLeo:
@::finally looks up from rifle sight:: self:that doesn't seem good

CEOLefler:
::pushes the runabout slowly forward, herding the pained lizards away from the AT::

CMO_Matt:
@::gives another shot of a heavy bio-agent, hoping to reverse the effects of the toxin and to bring her to a stable status::

CO_Grant:
COMM: LEfler: Can you tie in your onboard transporter to speed up beam up of survivors and our AT on command?

CTO_Psion:
@::Accesses the computer::

XO_Wall:
@*CO*: Dr. Lea has been bitten by one of the Lizards she is down, Dr. Laiiron is working on her now

ACTDNicke:
@ACTION: the runabout finishes landing near the party

CEOLefler:
COMM:DEL:CO: Aye sir

CTO_Psion:
@::Begins download of information into tricorder::

CMO_Matt:
@MO: Come on, Julian...come on... ::continues the scan::

CTO_Psion:
@ ::Punches buttons on the computer to access more information::

CMO_Matt:
@::wipes hand across his brow, streaking dirt and blood::

CO_Grant:
COMM:XO: get her back to the ship and the rest of the survivors ASAP.

CEOLefler:
:@OPens rear hatch::

MO_Lea:
@::Sighs and moves her head slightly::

CMO_Matt:
@::looks up across the pods:

XO_Wall:
@AT: please focus on helping getting the survivors onto the Runabout ::points:: as quickly as possible

CTO_Psion:
@::Finishes download::

CEOLefler:
@AT: All ABoard!!!!

CIV_McLeo:
@::scans area with rifle for any further attacks::

CMO_Matt:
@::starts the scan in further ernest:: MO: Lea?

XO_Wall:
@*CO*: aye already on it

CMO_Matt:
@*CEO*: What now?

CNS_Liz_Jiosa:
@Self: Looks like sleeping beauty is awaking, and no prince around either

CTO_Psion:
@ ::Exits the escape pod to see the shuttle::

CEOLefler:
@AT: Non-stop  service to USS Delphyne departing in 2 min, have your tickets ready please!

MO_Lea:
@CMO: ..They're...pesky.. little things..

XO_Wall:
@::stays with the Dr. Laiiron and Lea::

CIV_McLeo:
@*AT* There's not enough room onboard.  I'll wait here and get a transport

CTO_Psion:
@::Runs to the shuttle::

CEOLefler:
@::Uses transporter to beam a few survivors up at a time

CMO_Matt:
@::smiles, and looks up to the XO:: XO: What's happening?

CO_Grant:
:: gets tally from MEDBAY over two hundred survivors. ::

CTO_Psion:
@::Catches up to McLeod::

CIV_McLeo:
@:: helps people on to runabout::

OPS_Lynam:
CO: We can reopen Cargo bay 1 and use the cargo transporters to beam up the survivors en masse.

XO_Wall:
@CMO: are you ready to move Lea to the Runabout, we have to go?

CO_Grant:
OPS: DO it

OPS_Lynam:
CO: There is a risk. Small but present.

ACTDNicke:
ACTION: the survivors are tagged for transport 

MO_Lea:
@::opens her eyes again:: CMO: ..hot..

CMO_Matt:
@XO: Are we finished? ::gets to his feet and takes Lea up into his arms with his equipment, starts to walk towards runabout::

CEOLefler:
::three or four injured are beamed up via PLatte's transporters every minute or so. ::

CO_Grant:
OPS: THey will still have to have weapons deactivated and run through the biofilters

CMO_Matt:
@::looks around at the remaining pods, ones he hasn't visited::

OPS_Lynam:
:;Repressurizes the bay and reconnects life support.

CTO_Psion:
@::Looks around for anymore reptiles::

XO_Wall:
@CMO: ::looks at him:: You’re the Doctor, are we?

CIV_McLeo:
@::maintains guard of position::

CNS_Liz_Jiosa:
@::hops into runabout:: ALL: I am not going to miss this planet

CMO_Matt:
@XO: Have all the pods been checked?  I didn't see the complete scan report...

OPS_Lynam:
CO:Aye sir.

EOMac:
::Macpherson and Bridges work on making the tantalus a reality ::

CO_Grant:
OPS: acknowledged

XO_Wall:
@AT: ::points to that group:: They will have to be transported

OPS_Lynam:
::Sends crew to Cargo transporter room and orders them to prepare to transport patients.::

TO_Hawkes:
::Continues scan of planet surface:;

XO_Wall:
@CTO: have all the Pods been checked?

CO_Grant:
COMM:AT,CEO: Anytime you want get back up like 5 minutes ago would be nice

CMO_Matt:
@::enters the runabout and gingerly puts Lea down in a safe place::

MO_Lea:
@::Feels terribly warm::

CMO_Matt:
@MO: Now.  Rest. ::walks back to the XO::

CTO_Psion:
@XO:  Aye sir.  All survivors accounted for.

CEOLefler:
COMM:CO: Gladly sir, but the kind doctors refuse to leave until all patients are safe

OPS_Lynam:
COMM:XO: We have the cargo transporters on line.  Ready to beam up large groups.  Just don't tell Lefler.

CEOLefler:
COMM: CO: But we are leaving anyways

CEOLefler:
@RUNABOUT: Ok everyone, we are taking off in 1 min, everyone strap in.

XO_Wall:
@AT: beam the remaining group, I am heading to the Runabout

CIV_McLeo:
@::waits for runabout to leave::

OPS_Lynam:
COMM:CEO: Acknowledged.

CO_Grant:
COMM:XO: Fix the wounded onboard the Delphyne.

CMO_Matt:
@::nods, and walks back to Lea, starting another scan::

XO_Wall:
@CMO: your with me on the Runabout ::motions::

OPS_Lynam:
::Orders the cargo crew to stand down and commends them on their quick action::

CTO_Psion:
@::Scans massive movements coming from all directions from his tricorder::

ACTDNicke:
ACTION: the runabout is loaded up and heads back to the Delphyne

CMO_Matt:
@::gets in the runabout with XO, begins scan on Lea::

CEOLefler:
@XO: We are leaving. IS everyone on board who's coming aboard?

XO_Wall:
@*CO*: we are leaving now remaining survivors are being beamed up, I am returning in the Runabout

CNS_Liz_Jiosa:
@CTO: Were any of the pods from the Apollo

TO_Hawkes:
::As the AT loads into the Runnabout and are dematerialized, Hawkes begins scanning local space for disturbances::

CIV_McLeo:
@:: raises rifle upon seeing the movement scan::

OPS_Lynam:
CO: All survivors and At personnel accounted for.

CO_Grant:
COMM:AT:XO: Acknowledged

MO_Lea:
@CEO: ..right here..

CMO_Matt:
@MO: Do you feel all right now? ::takes a glance around at the wounded in the runabout::

XO_Wall:
@CEO: acknowledged you may leave

CO_Grant:
OPS: acknowledged

CEOLefler:
@XO: Aye aye, And we're off

CO_Grant:
OPS: Current total of survivors?

CEOLefler:
@::Runabout takes off for the skys::

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Reports are still coming in.  We'll have to wait for the final number.

CMO_Matt:
@MO: Lea? ::looks across report of the scan...stable::

CTO_Psion:
@ McLeod:  Be ready for more encounters with the reptiles.

MO_Lea:
@::Nods, remembering that there are victims:: CMO: Get to work..doctor..  ::Lopsidedly smiles::

XO_Wall:
@::walks back to the living section in the back of the Runabout, looks like a small hospital with all the survivers lying there::

CMO_Matt:
@::smiles back, and turns to another victim, starting to administer with what is left of his medkit::

CO_Grant:
COMM:AT:CNSLR: When you return to the ship , debrief the survivors after they have received care. I want to know what they know about the enemy. And pass that along to Starfleet Command

CIV_McLeo:
@::sets rifle to wide-band::

ACTDNicke:
ACTION: as the runabout takes off.... the reptiles begin to converge on the rest of the AT and survivors ..Just as they reach them..they are all beamed safely on board


MO_Lea:
@CEO/CMO/XO: Are we sure none of those creatures have stowed away on the ship?

XO_Wall:
@::sits down and sighs, as he watches the Dr. Lairron tends to the survivors::

CNS_Liz_Jiosa:
@::slides down a wall and sits in a corner of the runabout holding rifle protectively across her body:: COMM: CO: Yes sir acknowledged

ACTDNicke:
<><><><><><><><><><><><END MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><><><
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